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Chain Behavior During Anchor Free‐Fall
The video posted on Deep Sea Anchors’ website shows a simulation of chain behavior during anchor
descent towards the seabed from the moment of release down to where the anchor is near fully penetrated.
The simulation comprises a drop configuration made up of the following components:
¾ 599 84mm studded links each with mass of approximately 50kg,
¾ Tri-plate with attached U-shackles (tri-plate is release point), and
¾ Deep Penetrating Anchor (DPA) with mass 80tons and length 13m.
See video link: Chain behavior during anchor freefall at bottom of page
http://www.deepseaanchors.com/public.aspx?pageid=78735.
The configuration, illustrated in Figure 1 below, is a near copy of that used in the Gjøa pilot installation
except that an enlarged link was incorporated instead of the tri-plate shown in Figure 1. The tri-plate as a
reference point is easier to follow in the simulation than an enlarged link. The width of the chain loop at the
top is approximately 30m.

Figure 1. Drop configuration and tri-plate (release point) with attached U-shackles.

The velocity of the anchor as a function of height over the seabed, as observed during the Gjøa pilot
installation, is given in Figure 2 below. Due to the very soft top layer of clay sediments, the anchor is still
accelerating slightly until it has penetrated about half its length and then decelerates the last 24 meters or so
to final penetration.
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Figure 2. Anchor velocity as a function of height over seabed – Gjøa installation.

The simulation is modeled in 3D computer software (modo) with an integrated physics tool that takes into
consideration the individual element’s geometrical shape and mass, in addition to gravity and velocity
dependent drag forces. Both the anchor and mooring line chain are influenced by gravity and drag up until
they reach the soil. Soil resistance i.e. soil force against the anchor and chain, is not included in the analysis
at this date in that a more thorough analysis is required for this last stage in the drop phase. However, the
objective in attaining a good and adequate representation of how the chain behaves during the drop phase is
considered fulfilled with the present simulation. As will be shown below, the total length of the mooring
line up to the surface vessel is not modeled i.e. only up to the level of the release point, which is considered
sufficient to give a good result. The movement of the chain end on the left hand side of Figure 1 is
negligible and mostly in the lateral direction. Some lateral movement is nevertheless considered i.e. a few
meters in the opposite direction from the release point.
Before the drop simulation starts, the video demonstrates the difference in how drag affects the chain and
thus the anchor just to get an idea of its importance in the analysis. This is done by showing two brief clips
of a short four link chain swinging freely (Figure 3) i.e. (1) first clip without drag and (2) with the drag
component included.
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Figure 3. Freely swinging chain section.

It is important to note that at the start of the drop the anchor hangs freely in a 40m length of chain.
Therefore no twist or turns in the chain will be present. See Figure 4. Since the anchor does not rotate
throughout its descent, the following vertical chain section will not be given any rotation during drop
installation. Above the release point a swivel that turns under loading will ensure that the hanging chain
loop does not receive any rotation from the lifting wire prior to anchor release.

Figure 4. Anchor hangs in chain free from any twist.

Viewing the simulation video, one can observe that for the analyzed Gjøa configuration the vertical section
of chain shortens gradually as the anchor descends towards the seabed. In order to make it more
comprehendible, the simulation is run in slow motion. Real time is 24 frames per second and as one can see
in Figure 5a below, the anchor tip reaches the sea floor in 110 frames or approximately 4.6 seconds. This
translates to an anchor velocity of just under 27m/sec and equal to what was recorded for the installation at
Gjøa, which is a good assurance that the implemented drag forces are accurate. At the point where the
bottom of the chain loop meets with the seabed (Figure 5b), the simulation ends with an anchor tip
penetration of around 21m. Final penetration is at approximately 30m, which means that the anchor travels
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(a) Anchor tip
at seabed.

(b) Touchdown of
chain loop.

(c) Full penetration.

Figure 5. Different phases of descent to final penetration.
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9m deeper into the seabed. Given that there is approximately 11m of chain remaining over the seabed as
illustrated in Figure 5b, the chain will start to tighten up once the anchor reaches the target depth. Thus no
chain pileup above the anchor will occur. In the event where the anchor may penetrate deeper than
anticipated, further penetration will cause lateral movement of the mooring line above the seabed thus
inducing hydrodynamic damping (Figure 5c) and therefore tug at the anchor with a force reducing its
velocity further until the anchor finally rests.
Petrobras has installed over one thousand Torpedo anchors off the coast of Brazil in water depths down to
over 1000m. The lighter mobile anchors for mooring of MODUs have used studded chains typically with a
76mm link diameter. The heavier permanent anchors for FPSOs on the other hand, have used studless
chains with link diameters up to around 120mm. There are no reported cases of a twisted or locked chain
caused during the drop installation itself or any premature chain breakage from any of these installations
and therefore should not be of concern for future DPA installations.

